[Elimination of neurospecific proteins from CNS: pathogenetic and methodical aspects].
Appearance of neurospecific proteins (NSP) outside the brain plays a certain pathogenetic role in the development of autosensitization occurring in many kinds of CNS injuries and diseases. Analysis of modern views of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) exchange allows us to suppose that NSP are eliminated from the brain tissue within CSF, moving from the subarachnoid space into cranial veins, and by lymphatic way, into deep cervical lymph nodes. Elevation of NSP level in CSF indicates an actual neudegenerative process. Serum levels of NSP are determined by the balance between the elimination of NSP from the brain, on the one hand, and their metabolism and the response of the immune system to the appearance of these autoantigenes in the blood stream, on the other. Basing on their own data on the dynamics of NSP (NSE, GFAR, and MBP) concentrations and the proportions of these proteins in CSF and serum (coefficient of elimination) in rats after ischemic, hypoxic, and autoimmune cerebral lesions, the authors offer an algorithm of pathogenetic evaluation, including, on the one part, a conclusion on the presence or absence of a neurodegenerative process, and, on the other, a conclusion on a normal or lowered rate of NSP elimination (metabolism). The results of such an analysis may have a clinical significance in terms of the development of a pathogenetic therapy, including, in every individual case, not only neuroprotectors, but also pharmaceuticals directed towards correction of the functional condition of the immune system.